HM/D-1502C5 Embroidery Machine

Cap and Hooping System
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Save time with the Quick Change Cap and Hooping System
Pivot axle supports the weight of the driver
A slide bearing provides exceptional accuracy and support
Linear motion guide rail provides smooth precise movement for cap embroidery
Change from caps to tubular embroidery in no time
No tools required, just snap it in

Unbreakable Reciprocators
The RPS Reciprocator Protection System is included with all new Highland embroidery
machines. With other embroidery machines, striking a hoop can easily break the plastic
reciprocator, making your machine unusable until repaired, possibly for days if you cannot do
the repair yourself. This revolutionary unbreakable reciprocator is metal, not plastic, and
therefore cannot be broken by simply striking a hoop with the needle. This can save you days
of down time and thousands of dollars if you accidentally strike a hoop.

Touch Screen Control Panel
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Large 8" Color Touch Screen LCD Display
Multitasking - switch between tasks while the machine is working
User-friendly menu makes it easy to read and quickly identify production information
USB Port for loading designs from USB flash drives
Design Tracing - trace the design to ensure accurate placement before ever sewing a stitch
Scale size of designs up or down
Rotate or Mirror Image
Origin Return - easily return to the starting point of the design
Floating - Moves frame forward or backward through design without stitching
Large on-board design memory holds 16 million stitches or 400 designs

More Features To Love
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Huge sewing field 500x400mm (approx 19.7”x15.7")
Automatic Thread Trimmer
Automatic Color Change
Automatic Thread Break Detection
Touch Screen Control Panel 8" Color LCD
One-Touch Design Tracing
Design/data ports: USB
Store up to 400 designs in memory
16 Million Stitch Memory capacity
1200 stitches per minute
Workspace Lighting
Stitch Filtering
110v single phase power (standard wall plug)
Networkable
Built in lettering

www.HighlandMachines.com

Five Year Limited Warranty
All Highland embroidery machines are
covered by a limited five year
warranty, covering all drive train
components for five years, all
electrical components for three years,
and all non-consumable parts for one
year.
The reciprocator includes a lifetime warranty - never
pay for a replacement reciprocator for as long as you own
the machine!

www.MESAmachines.com
800-330-3867

